AUTOMATED CALL HANDLING AND REPORTING
DIGITAL SUPPORT SOLUTIONS SIMPLIFIES THIRD PARTY VERIFICATION
WITH AUTOMATED CALL SWITCHING AND REAL-TIME REPORTING
From its headquarters in Overland Park, Kansas,
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particular situation. In every case, DSS strives to
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and cost-effective, but easy to deploy and maintain
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used to verify carrier change requests in the past.
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operators. When a consumer switches to a new long

By using CCComplete’s automated call flow
services to route calls, DSS eliminates manual call
switching and frees operators to perform other
tasks—enabling the carrier to reduce operational
costs and provide higher levels of service.
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we work with,” says Chris Noland of DSS. “Their
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Verifying the account holder's identity requires

and real-time electronic reporting
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Electronic reporting decreases the risk
of lost data or files, which can help
prevent legal challenges and fines

account—meaning that the account holder must
speak the address. The verification process also
involves checking that the person requesting the

IVR applications for a diverse range of customers.”
Going forward, DSS will continue to rely on
CCComplete to help its customers streamline
manual processes, keep more reliable records, and
decrease the risk of legal action and penalties.
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